INTRODUCTION
This paper deals with the approximation of the vibration frequencies and modes of a clamped plate, via a " dual hybrid " finite element method first introduced by Tabarrok [19] and based on a variational principle due to Toupin [20] .
The corresponding method for the static case, proposed by Pian and Tong (see e.g. [15] ) and analyzed by Brezzi [4] and Brezzi-Marini [5] , essentially involves the tensors « selfequilibrating » over each element ; on the contrary the natural space for the dynamical case is some orthogonal complement to the tensors selfequilibrating over the whole domain, in that way we can reduce our problem to a spectral problem for a compact selfadjoint operator T, whose finite dimensional approximation is however not of inner type. Convergence and error estimâtes are then derived by a Rayleigh-Ritz principle ; since we cannot prove the uniform convergence of the approximate operators T h to T, we check an approximability property over suitable finite dimensional spaces, similar to Property P 2 by Rappaz [17] (actually, our approach is analogous to the one he uses for a second order problem ; see also Rappaz [16] , and Anselone [1] whose notion of " collective compactness ", however, does not apply in the present case). Spectral approximations by methods of hybrid type are investigated by Kolata [11] , Mercier-Rappaz [13] , Mercier-Osborn-Rappaz-Raviart [14] , who ail assume T h -> T in norm.
From a computational point of view, Brandt [2] has carried out calculations of eigenvalues for a square (cantilever or simply-supported) plate using polynomial tensors of rather high degree ; a good accuracy can be achieved using polynomials of suitable lower degree, according to the theory here presented (see Gilardi [21] ).
THE EIGENVALUE PROBLEM
Let Q be a convex bounded polygon in [R 2 , whose boundary will be denoted by r ; Q will represent the mean section of a thin elastic plate clamped along its edges, whose mass density and flexural rigidity are assumed, for the sake of simplicity, to be constant and equal to 1.
We define the Hubert space of stresses v e S iff v e V{^h) and b{v, <p) = 0 for every cp e W^ ;
The theory of Lagrange multipliers assures that u e S is a stationary point of J^ over S iff there exists a « multiplier » \|/ e W($~h) such that the functional has a saddle point over V($~h) x W(^~h) at (w, \|/). Therefore, setting co 2 = À, we are led to consider the following eigenvalue problem : The following characterization will be used throughout the paper : at least (see Grisvard [10] or Kondrat'ev [12] ) with || cp || W 3 (n) ^ C || v ||. In particular the inclusion S(_L) ç 5^(±) is compact, and S(J_) is dense in <S^(J_)
Jn
so the form e is K(5\)-coercive over S(_L) (note that e is not coercive over V{3~h ; ±), since e(Mcp, Mep) = 0 for every cp G W(^h)) ; finally the form b is also « coercive » with respect to V{3~h ; ±), that is
since v = Mep e V{<T h ; J_). Therefore problem (EP) is equivalent to :
Find XeUandue S(J_) such that (8) which in turn is equivalent to an eigenvalue problem for a compact selfadjoint positive operator T over <S^(±). Actually, by replacing e by the coercive form
shifting by 1 every eigenvalue of (EP)), we can apply theorem 1.1 by Brezzi [3] to get -for every g G Sf -unique solutions of the following problems :
Clearly we are interested in the second problem, which defines the operator T : -> =9^ as Tg = u' ; since an inner finite dimensional approximation of problem (10) is not easy to achieve, we introduced problems (9) and (11) which are easier to deal with. On the other hand we shall show in the following property 1.1 that solving (10) can de reduced to solving (9) and (11) .
For any cp G HQ{Q) we define cp to be the unique function in W(&~h) satisfying (9) and (11) and substracting, we get (u -w", v) = 0 Vu e S °, ie. w" is the projection of u over S°, so u" = w°. Now if we substract (11) from (9) we have
But according to (1) and (2), ( Proof : Integrating by parts in (10.1) (where we can replace g by g 1 ) we get
which gives i) and iii) 5 while ii) and iv) are conséquences of (12.ii)).
•
FINITE DIMENSIONAL APPROXIMATION
Let {^^> o bea regular family of triangulations of O, each K e ST h being a triangle whose diameter is less than h (of course we may consider quadrilaterals as well). For any integer m ^ 2 we set (15) where P m is the space of polynomials in x u x 2 of degree ^ m. For any integer r ^ 3, s ^ 1 we set W h = W^(r, s) = < (p e W($~h) | VX G^~f t , cp \ dK G P r (3X) and -^-where P p {dK) dénotes the space of the functions defined on dK which are polynomials o f degree ^ p on each side. We consider the foliowing approximation o f problem (EP) :
Vq> fc e ^ f"
If we introducé the finite dimensional approximations of the spaces defined in section 1 :
then S^° x { 0} is the null eigenspace for (EP) te while the eigenspace of any eigenvalue X h ^ 0 is contained in S fc (_L) x W^h. Note that V h (l) ^ F(^f t ; 1). According to Brezzi-Marini [5] , we choose the parameters m, r, s satisfying m ^ max (r -2, 5 -1) (unless r -2 = s -1 and s is even, in which case m ^ s), so that the following estimate holds In particular, for any g e £f we can uniquely solve the following problems, which approximate respectively (9), (10), (11) :
Find ( (20) is not an inner approximation of (10). However we can use the estimâtes by Brezzi [3] for each pair of problems (9)- (19) and (11) 
for arbitrary g e Sf ; however, by property 1.1 again, no uniform convergence of T h to T can be expected.
CONVERGENCE OF THE APPROXIMATIONS AND ERROR ESTIMATES
Let us dénote by { X t }£ x the increasing séquence of the nonzero eigenvalues of (EP), repeated according to their multiplicity, and by a family of corresponding eigenvectors, such that { u, }fL x be orthonormal with respect to the inner product of 5^({ u x }?= x is complete in Sf{±-)). We set X t = X l + 1, ft = 1/Xj and we recall that (51, 
In order to obtain a bound from beiow, we use the following estimate, whose proof will be given in the Appendix; we dénote by n : V(&~h) ->• 5(1) the orthogonal projection over S(_L) with respect to the inner product of PROPERTY and
3.1: There exists a constant c independent of h such that

|| g h -ng h \\ ^ ch \\ g h \\ , Vg h e 5,(1). • (32) Then, for any g h e E? with | g h \ = 1 we have (T h g h g h ) = (Tng h , ng h ) + (Tng h , g h -ng h ) + (T h g h -Tng h g h ) (Tng h , ng h ) (Tng h , ng h )
• At last, we look for a bound for || u x -u h x || and || \|/j -\|/J || H g (n) . According to a resuit by Brezzi ([3] , property 1.1), we have
where c is independent of h due to (18) . We are now able to compute the order of convergence for approximate eigenvalues and eigenvectors with respect to the parameter h ; for the sake of simplicity in the notations we only consider the case of a simple eigenvalue X t , since the extension to the case of a multiple eigenvalue is obvious. If u x -M^u then according to property 1.2
x ¥ l e HQ(Q) is an eigenfunction for the biharmonic problem, and \|/ ( = -X t %. We assume that where ~p = min Çq, Tût) and q dépends on / explicitly through X x and the norm II ^i WüP(ay Using polynomials of the lowest degree (m = 2, r -3, s = 1) we have the minimum order of convergence (12) We present here some results relative to the first and fourth eigenvalue of Q, for different choices of the degree m of the tensors and different values of the mesh parameter N = h' 1 . We recall that Fichera obtained extremely accurate bounds, both from above and from below, for the eigenvalues of a large class of compact operators, by the « orthogonal invariants » method (refer to the book [9] for this theory and for a great number of related numerical results) ; in our table, Xf is precisely the mean value between Fichera's upper and lower bound for the /th eigenvalue of the clamped plate. In each cell, we report the computed eigenvalue ^j com p> (above), and the relative error
The discussion of the algorithm employed and other numerical results -even relative to different boundary conditions -can be found in Gilardi [21] . 
